Abstract. For any k-coalgebra C it is shown that similar quasifinite C-comodules have strongly equivalent coendomorphism coalgebras; (the converse is in general not true). As an application we give a general result about codepth two coalgebra homomorphisms. Also a notion of codepth two bicomodule is introduced. The last section applies similarity to an endomorphism ring theorem for quasi-Frobenius (QF) bimodules and then to finite depth ring extensions. For QF extensions, we establish that left and right depth two are equivalent notions as well as a converse endomorphism theorem, and characterize depth three in terms of separability and depth two.
Introduction
For a ring R, two right R-modules M and N are similar [1] (Hequivalent in sense of Hirata) if M is a direct summand of N (n) and N is a direct summand of M (m) for some m, n ∈ N. For example, M is similar to R R if and only if M is a progenerator, i.e., M is a finitely generated projective generator. Hirata showed in [4] that similar Rmodules M ∼ N have Morita equivalent endomorphism rings E M and E N ; whence isomorphic centers, End E M M R ∼ = End E N N R . (The converse is not true in general.) By taking R to be the enveloping ring of two rings, we extend this to a notion of similar bimodules.
For a k-coalgebra C, the notion of ingenerator comodule is introduced by Lin in [9] to characterize strong equivalences between comodule categories. A right C-comodule M is said to be an ingenerator if there are m, n ∈ N and P, Q ∈ M C such that M ⊕ P ∼ = C (m) and C ⊕ Q ∼ = M (n) . More generally, two right C-comodules M C and N C are called similar if there are m, n ∈ N and P, Q ∈ M C such that M ⊕ P ∼ = N (m) and N ⊕ Q ∼ = M (n) . Our first result in this note is to extend the result of Hirata to coalgebras. More precisely, if two quasifinite C-comodules are similar, then their coendomorphism coalgebras are strongly equivalent in sense of Lin [9] . Using the notion of codepth two coalgebra homomorphism, introduced by the second author in [5] , it is proved in Section 2, as an application, that any codepth two coalgebra homomorphisms ϕ : C → D, such that C D and (C D C) D are quasi-finite comodules, have strongly equivalent coendomorphism coalgebras e −D (C) and e −D (C D C). Also in Section 2 a notion of codepth two bicomodule is introduced, where it is noted that ϕ : C → D is a codepth two coalgebra homomorphism if and only if the D C C is a codepth two bicomodule.
In the last section, using similar bimodules, we establish for QF bimodules an endomorphism ring theorem. In case of a QF ring extension, the tensor-square is similar with its endomorphism rings. This is applied to depth two and depth three QF extensions, showing that several results in [7] generalize from Frobenius to QF extensions.
Definitions and some results
Throughout this paper k is a field and M k stands for the category of k-vector spaces. A basic reference for theory of coalgebras is, for example, [13] . A coalgebra over k is a k-space C together with two k-linear maps ∆ : C → C ⊗ C (the unadorned tensor product is understood to be over k) and ǫ :
The k-space of all comodules maps from M to N is denoted by Com C (M, N) and M C denotes the category of right C-comodules. In the same way we can construct the category of left C-comodules C M. It is well known that M C is an abelian category. In fact, M C is a locally finite Grothendieck category (generated by finite dimensional comodules). The fundamental properties of the categories of comodules can be found in several places, see e.g. [14, 3] . Let C be an arbitrary coalgebra, M a right C-comodule and N be a left C-comodule, the cotensor product M C N is the kernel of the k-map ρ
preserves direct sums (see [14] ).
Recall from [14] that a right C-comodule M is called quasi-finite
C . This is equivalent to the existence of a left ad- 
The composition of functors yield a pair of functors between the comodules categories over the coendomorphism coalgebras:
where 
The context is said to be strict if f and g are bicolinear isomorphisms. In this case, the categories M C and M D are equivalent and we say that C is Morita-Takeuchi equivalent to D. The strict condition of the context is equivalent to say that the bicomodules M and N are injective cogenerators finitely cogenerated [14, Theorem 2.5].
For any quasi-finite right C-comodules M C and N C , it was proved in [8] that
) is a Morita-Takeuchi context with bicolinear maps
where θ and θ are the units of the adjoint pair
Similar comodules and a strong equivalence
In this section we consider the definition of similar comodules and we prove that similar quasi-finite comodules have strongly equivalent coendomorphism coalgebras.
2.1. Definition. Let C be a k-coalgebra. Two right C-comodules M and N are similar, abbreviated M ∼ N, if there are m, n ∈ N and C-comodules P and Q such that
It is easy see that "∼" defines an equivalence relation on the class M C of right C-comodules. Notice that if M C is quasi-finite, the functor h −C (M, −) preserves comodules similar to M, as does the functor
is the coendomorphism coalgebra of M. This comes from the fact that the co-hom and cotensor functors preserve direct sums. One obtains from [9] that a right C-comodule M is an ingenerator of M C if and only if M is similar to C C as comodules. By transitivity of "∼", we note that if there are several ingenerators in M C , then all are similar. Therefore we can state a first result concerning similarity properties of comodules.
Lemma. Assume that M and N are quasi-finite right
, hence we obtain the lemma.
Let C and D be two k-coalgebras. Recall from [9] that C is strongly equivalent to D if the category M C is equivalent to the category M D via inverse equivalences
The theorem below answers our first aim in the affirmative.
2.3.
Theorem. Let C be a k-coalgebra and M C and N C be quasi-finite (1) the equivalence of categories is induced by the composition functors F and G. Moreover
G is strong in sense of [9] . Hence the coendomorphism coalgebras are strongly equivalent.
2.4.
Remark. The converse fails in general since if k is an algebraically closed field and we consider two non isomorphic simple comodules S and
Thus D S and D S ′ are strongly equivalent but S and S ′ cannot be similar. Note that ϕ : C → D is a codepth two coalgebra homomorphism if and only if D C C is a codepth two bicomodule.
Applications of similarity to QF bimodules and Finite Depth Extensions
In this section, we recall some known notions and provide several new results concerning quasi-Frobenius bimodules and depth two extensions. For instance, we give the endomorphism ring theorem for QF-bimodules and several characterizations of finite projective depht two extensions in terms of similar bimodules. 
* (also as (E, B)-bimodules), it follows that E B is finite projective.
It remains to show that (E B ) * ∼ E as natural (B, E)-bimodules. We compute with the natural (B, E)-bimodule structures:
* ∼ = M follows for the reflexive module B M.
On depth two extensions. Recall that a ring extension B → A is right depth two, or right D2, if the natural (A, B)-bimodules A ⊗ B A and A itself are similar. A left depth two extension is defined oppositely:
A/B is left D2 if A op /B op is right D2. Also dual theorems for left D2 extensions may be deduced in this way.
As an example, an H-separable extension A/B is (left and right) D2, since its defining condition is that A and A ⊗ B A be similar as natural (A, A)-bimodules [4] . Other examples are Hopf-Galois extensions, pseudo-Galois extensions, and faithfully flat projective algebras (The definition of depth two is sometimes extended in an straightforward way to include examples of infinite index subalgebras such as Hopf-Galois extensions with infinite dimensional Hopf algebra). A Hopf subalgebra of a semisimple Hopf C -algebra is depth two precisely when it is normal. Just when a one-sided depth two ring extension is automatically two-sided is an interesting question of chirality [5] known to be the case also for Frobenius extensions: below we show that more generally QF extensions satisfy this property.
We give first a proposition with several characterizations of finite projective right D2 extensions in terms of similar bimodules. 
Proposition. Suppose A/B is a ring extension such that the natural modules
Condition (a) ⇒ (c) using A B is finite projective: we note the isomorphism of natural (B, A)-bimodules,
, which follows from applications of [1, 20.11] and its dual. In this case, condition (c) follows from applying to (a) the functor (− B ) * from the category of (A, B)-bimodules into the category of (B, A)-bimodules. The reverse implication, conditions (c) ⇒ (a) follows from the isomorphism (4), together with noting that A B and therefore A ⊗ B A B are finite projective, and applying the functor ( B −) * to condition (c).
3.4.
Remark. The significance of the proposition is that the notion of depth two may be extended to functors as follows. Suppose F : C → D is a functor between abelian categories with left or right adjoint G : D → C. Say that F is depth two if F GF ∼ F , where similarity of functors is defined in a straightforward generalization of the two notions of similarity used above. If F is one of the three functors of restriction, induction or coinduction between module categories over rings B or A, then by the proposition any choice of F recovers the notion of depth two for (finite projective) ring extensions. For example, coinduction is tensoring by the dual in case the ring extension is finite projective.
We next show that QF extensions are two-sided depth two if onesided. We first establish a lemma about QF extensions, which is wellknown for Frobenius extensions (where isomorphism replaces similarity in the conclusion). Depth three and more is originally an analytic notion for subfactors using the basic construction. Recall then from [7] that a ring extension A/B is right depth three, or right D3 extension, if the tower of rings E/A/B is right D3, where E denotes End A B and the default mapping is as usual A λ −→ E. For example, when B and A are the group algebras of a finite subgroup pair H < G, the ring extension A/B is right D3 if H has a normal subgroup complement in G. As in subfactor theory, there is an embedding theorem for ring extensions that are depth three into ring extensions that are depth two; however, we provide a purely algebraic proof using only the QF property of ring extensions. Recall that a ring extension A/B is a separable extension if A ⊗ B A contains a (separability) element e = e 1 ⊗ B e 2 (possibly suppressing a summation over simple tensors) such that e 1 e 2 = 1 A and ae = ea for all a ∈ A.
Theorem. Suppose A/B is a separable QF-extension and E = End A B . Then A/B is D3 ⇔ the composite extension E/B is D2.
Proof. (⇒) This part of the proof does not require separability. We apply the bimodule similarity for the QF extension A/B, between its endomorphism ring and its tensor-square, A E A ∼ A A⊗ B A A . Tensoring by E E ⊗ A −⊗ A E A , we obtain E ⊗ A E ⊗ A E ∼ E ⊗ B E as natural (E, A)-bimodules. Now tensor by E E ⊗ A − the right D3 condition E ∼ E ⊗ A E to obtain E E ⊗ A E B ∼ E E ⊗ B E B . Again applying E ∼ E ⊗ A E, we obtain E E ⊗ B E B ∼ E E B . Thus E/B is right D2. Since it is a QF extension as well by Proposition 3.6, it is also left D2.
(⇐) This part of the proof does not require A/B be a QF extension. Since A/B is a separable extension, the natural (E, E)-epimorphism E ⊗ B E → E ⊗ A E splits via a mapping x ⊗ A y → xe 1 ⊗ B e 2 y where e = e 1 ⊗ B e 2 denotes a separability element. Thus E⊗ A E divides E⊗ B E which is similar to E as (E, B)-bimodules. It follows that E ⊗ A E divides E as (E, B)-bimodules, which is a sufficient condition for A/B to be right D3 extension (since E divides E ⊗ A E via multiplication).
Recall that higher depth is defined by iterating the endomorphism ring construction. Thus a QF extension A/B is depth n if E n−2 /E n−3 /B is a D3 tower, where E 1 = E, E 0 = A, and E −1 = B, and E m is the right endomorphism ring of the extension E m−2 λ −→ E m−1 defined inductively from m ≥ 2. It is not hard to establish by similar means to those above that a depth n extension is also depth n + 1. From this and a tunneling lemma we may establish (by small modifications to the arguments in [7, section 8] ) an embedding theorem for a depth n QF extension A/B; that E m /B is D2 for a sufficiently large m ≥ n − 2.
